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PHYSICAL REVIEW A, VOLUME 62, 063817
Single-photon generation by pulsed excitation of a single dipole

Rosa Brouri, Alexios Beveratos, Jean-Philippe Poizat,* and Philippe Grangier
Laboratoire Charles Fabry de l’Institut d’Optique, UMR 8501 du CNRS, Boıˆte Postale 147, F91403 Orsay Cedex, France

~Received 12 July 2000; published 15 November 2000!

The fluorescence of a single dipole excited by an intense light pulse can lead to the generation of another
light pulse containing a single photon. The influence of the duration and energy of the excitation pulse on the
number of photons in the fluorescence pulse is studied. The case of a two-level dipole with strongly damped
coherences is considered. The presence of a metastable state leading to shelving is also investigated.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 03.67.Dd, 33.50.2j
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I. INTRODUCTION

The security of quantum cryptography is based on the
that each bit of information is coded on a single quant
object, namely, a single photon. The fundamental impo
bility of duplicating the complete quantum state of a sing
particle prevents any potential eavesdropper from interc
ing the message without the receiver noticing@1#. In this
context, the realization of an efficient and integrable lig
source delivering a periodic train of pulses containing o
and only one photon would be an important advantage@2#.

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the reliability
such a source. Assuming that a smart eavesdropper can
tain the information as soon as the numbern of photons in
the pulse is larger than two~see Appendix A!, we define a
fractional information leakagef i l as

f i l 5
Pn>2

Pn>1
, ~1!

where Pn>1 and Pn>2 are the probabilities of obtaining a
least one and at least two photons, respectively. The valu
f i l has to be close to zero, while the probabilityPe5Pn>1 to
emit one photon during the sampling period should be
high as possible; we note that the probability to obtain
actly one photon is (12 f i l )Pe . For a Poissonian ligh
source, we have

f i l 512~12Pe
21!ln~12Pe!.

Pe

2
Pe!1, ~2!

It is therefore possible to have a good reliability with
attenuated Poissonian light source, butPe has to be very
small, which makes the source quite inefficient. A better w
to have both good reliability and a high emission probabi
is to design a device with fully controlled quantum prope
ties, able to emit truly single photons@3–13#. One possibility
of performing such an emission is to use the fluorescenc
a single dipole~e.g., a single molecule or a single colore
center!. As a single dipole cannot emit more than one pho
at a time, leading to antibunching in the photon statistics

*Email address: jean-philippe.poizat@iota.u-psud.fr
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the fluorescence light@14–16#, a pulsed excitation of the
dipole can be expected to produce individual photons
demand@3#.

In previous works@4,5# the emitting dipole was generall
considered to be a radiatively damped two-level system
the present paper we will consider emitting dipoles w
strongly damped coherences, as is the case for single
ecules@10# or a single colored center@12,13# at room tem-
perature. The decay time of coherences, associated with
radiative processes which occur in the picosecond rang
thus much shorter than the population decay time, tha
typically in the 10-ns range. On the other hand, systems s
as molecules or colored centers often have an extra m
stable state, which is very long lived and thus can indu
‘‘shelving’’ in the emission process. In order to describ
these features, we will model the emitting dipole using t
three-level scheme shown in Fig. 1.

Owing to the fast damping of coherences, only lev
populationssaa will be considered, and the system’s dynam
ics will be described by using rate equations between
three levels. The system can be excited from ground stateu1&
to excited stateu2& with a pumping rater. The decay rate
from level u2& to level u1& is G, but the system can als
decay to a metastable stateu3& at ratebG. The branching
ratio b/(11b) is usually ~but not necessarily! very small.
The emission rate from the metastable state will be negle
~i.e., no photons are emitted from levelu3&), but we will
assume that the system can go back from levelu3& to level
u2& with a rater d . This ‘‘deshelving’’ effect has been ob
served experimentally@17#, and may be important unde
strong pumping conditions.

The purpose of the present calculation is to evaluate
efficiency of such a system in converting a train of classi
light pulses into a train of single photon pulses~‘‘photon
gun’’! @9#. We will thus assume that this system is excited

FIG. 1. Level scheme. The fluorescence is collected betw
levels u2& and u1&. Level u3& is a metastable state.
©2000 The American Physical Society17-1
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BROURI, BEVERATOS, POIZAT, AND GRANGIER PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 063817
a train of light pulses of durationdT, such thatGdT!1. The
separation between the pulses is denoted byT, with GT@1.
For the ideal efficiency of the source, the dipole should
coupled to a field mode in a microcavity, which is the
damped to the outside world. Here we will only consid
free-space emission of the dipole, assuming that the em
light is collected by purely passive ways, such as a parab
retroreflector@7#. The corresponding imperfect detection e
ficiency will be included in the present model, but the po
sible effect of a microcavity will not be considered here.

In Sec. II, we will introduce a useful framework for ca
rying out the calculation within the hypothesis discuss
above: classical pump, free-space emission, and stro
damped coherences. Then we will evaluate the quantitie
interest, taking into account the detection efficiency. Fina
we will present numerical results illustrating the behavior
the system.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. General framework

The evolution of the populations will be described usi
the diagonal terms of the density matrixsbb(t,t0 ;a), which
denotes the population of levelb at timet, starting from level
a at timet0 ~wherea andb may take any value from 1 to 3!.
For the following it will be convenient to define the prob
ability sbb

(n)(t,t0 ;a) to go from stateua& at timet0 to stateub&
at time t, with the emission of exactlyn photons. The quan
tities sbb

(n) are linked to the populationssbb by the relation

sbb~ t,t0 ;a!5 (
n50

`

sbb
(n)~ t,t0 ;a!. ~3!

The probability density to emit one and only one photon
time t, when the system is in stateua& at timet0, is given by
the probabilitys22

(0)(t,t0 ;a) to be in the excited state at tim
t without any photon emission:

p15Gs22
(0)~ t,t0 ;a!. ~4!

The quantitiessbb
(n)(t,t0 ;a) introduced previously can be re

lated through the following recurrence relationship:

sbb
(n11)~ t,t0 ;a!5E

t0

t

Gs22
(n)~ t8,t0 ;a!sbb

(0)~ t,t8;1!dt8. ~5!

In other words, in order to emitn11 photons, the system ha
to emit the photonn11 at time t8, and to emit no photon
from t8 to t. The rate equations forsbb

(0) can be written

]sbb
(0)

]t
~ t,t0 ;a!5(

c
r cb

(0)scc
(0)~ t,t0 ;a!, ~6!

where similar equations hold forsbb , with coefficientsr cb .
Using Eqs.~3!, ~5!, and~6!, it can be shown~see Appendix
B! that the rate coefficientsr cb

(0) are related to the coefficient
r cb by

r cb
(0)5r cb2Gdb1dc2 , ~7!
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wheredai is 1 if a5 i , and zero otherwise. For the three-lev
system we consider in Fig. 1, we thus obtain the followi
rate equations:

ṡ22
(0)5rs11

(0)2~11b!Gs22
(0)1r ds33

(0), ~8!

ṡ33
(0)52GMs33

(0)1bGs22
(0)2r ds33

(0), ~9!

ṡ11
(0)52rs11

(0)1GMs33
(0). ~10!

The difference between Eq.~8! and the original rate equa
tions for populations is the missing term proportional tos22

(0)

in the last equation. This means that the ground level is
longer filled after the emission of one photon, and ensu
the uniqueness of the emitted photon.

Equations~8!–~10!, with a knowledge of the initial state
allow one to derive the different quantities of interest. In S
II B we first consider the ideal situation of perfect collectio
efficiency. Section II C deals with nonunity collection effi
ciency, which substantially modifies results of Sec. II B. F
nally, we take into account the effect of the metastable s
in Sec. II D.

B. Two-level approximation with unit quantum efficiency

We first assume that all the emitted photons are dete
~unit quantum efficiency!, and that the dipole is initially in its
ground stateu1&. We also takeb50, so that we neglect the
probability for the system to go to a metastable state in
time interval between two excitation light pulses, and
s3350 ~two-level approximation!. The casebÞ0 will be
considered in Sec. II D. Equations~8!–~10! therefore reduce
to the system

ṡ22
(0)5rs11

(0)2Gs22
(0) , ~11!

ṡ11
(0)52rs11

(0) , ~12!

whose solutions are, fort<dT,

s11
(0)~ t,t0 ;1!5exp@2r ~ t2t0!#, ~13!

s22
(0)~ t,t0 ;1!5

r

r 2G
„exp@2G~ t2t0!#2exp@2r ~ t2t0!#…,

~14!

and, fort>dT,

s11
(0)~ t,t0 ;1!5s11

(0)~dT,t0 ;1!, ~15!

s22
(0)~ t,t0 ;1!5exp@2G~ t2dT!#s22

(0)~dT,t0 ;1!. ~16!

The probabilityPe
(g) to emit at least one photon between tw

pulses~say in interval@0,T#) is then
7-2
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Pe
(g)5GE

0

T

s22
(0)~ t,0;1!dt

512exp~2rdT!2
r

r 2G
exp~2GT!

3@12exp„~G2r !dT…#. ~17!

This probability of course increases with the periodT, which
has to be large compared toG21 to assure the emission o
the photon@for instance, exp(2GT)5531025 for a 10-MHz
pulse train, andG21'10 ns]. We can therefore set

Pe
(g)'12exp~2rdT!. ~18!

The probabilityPn
(g) to emit exactlyn photons is given by

Pn
(g)5(

a
saa

(n)~T,0;1!

5E
0

T

dtH 12GE
t

T

s22
(0)~ t8,t;1!dt8J

3Gs22
(n21)~ t,0;1!, ~19!

where the second equality corresponds to the probabilit
emit the photonn at time t, and no photons within@ t,T#. In
the limit exp(2GT)→0, the probabilityP1

(g) is given by the
following expression, which is well behaved whenr 5G:

P1
(g)5S r

r 2G D 2

@exp~2GdT!2exp~2rdT!#

2
GrdT

r 2G
exp~2rdT!. ~20!

C. Nonperfect collection efficiency

In practice, the dipole cannot be separated from the
lection system, and the statistics of interest is the statistic
the detected events, rather than that of the emission ev
Assuming again that the initial state is the ground state,
denotingh as the collection efficiency (h̄512h), the prob-
ability to collect no photon between@0,T# is

P0
(g)5 (

n50

`

h̄nPn
(g) . ~21!

Let us introduce the probabilitys̃aa of reaching stateua&
without the collection of any photon, which is given by

s̃aa5 (
n50

`

h̄nsaa
(n) . ~22!

From the above definitions, we haveP0
(g)5(as̃aa . Using a

calculation very similar to the beginning of this section@see
Eq. ~7! and Appendix B#, the linear differential system fo
s̃aa can be shown to be
06381
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ṡ̃2255r s̃112Gs̃221r ds̃33, ~23!

ṡ̃3352GMs̃331bGs̃222r ds̃33, ~24!

ṡ̃1152r s̃111GMs̃331h̄Gs̃22. ~25!

The correction introduced here, compared to Eqs.~8!–~10!,
consists in the addition of a term filling the ground state w
a rate corresponding to the probability densityh̄G to emit
one photon but not to collect it. This term ensures the c
lection of one and only one photon. If the initial state is t
ground state, and within the approximations of Sec. II Bb
!1, s̃3350), this system can be rewritten

ṡ̃225r s̃112Gs̃22, ~26!

ṡ̃1152r s̃111h̄Gs̃22. ~27!

This system can easily be solved between@0,T#, and forP0
(g)

we find, in the limit exp(2GT)→0,

P0
(g)5s̃11~ h̄;T,0;1!5h̄s̃22~ h̄;dT,0;1!1s̃11~ h̄;dT,0;1!,

~28!

with

s̃11~ h̄;dT,0;1!5
r 2G8

r 82G8
exp~2r 8dT!

1
r 82r

r 82G8
exp~2G8dT!, ~29!

s̃22~ h̄;dT,0;1!5
r

r 82G8
@exp~2G8dT!2exp~2r 8dT!#,

~30!

and

r 85
1

2
~G1r 1A~r 2G!214h̄rG!, ~31!

G85
1

2
„G1r 2A~r 2G!214h̄rG….

The probabilityP0
(g) allows us to determine the probabi

ity Pe
(g)512P0

(g) to collect at least one photon. It also pe
mits us to obtain the probability to collect one and only o
photon

P1
(g)5 (

n51

`

nhh̄n21Pn
(g)5h]h̄P0

(g) . ~32!

We thus find
7-3
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P1
(g)5

hr

r 82G8
S 11

G~2hr 2r 2G!

~r 82G8!2 D „exp~2G8dT!

2exp~2r 8dT!…1
hrGdT

r 82G8

3 S r 82hr

r 82G8
exp~2G8dT!

1
G82hr

r 82G8
exp~2r 8dT!D . ~33!

These results correspond of course to the results of Sec.
if h51. A simpler expression can be obtained by consid
ing in first approximation that no more than two photons c
be emitted during the light excitation pulse. We then hav

P0
(g)1P1

(g)1P2
(g)512Pe

(g)1P1
(g)1P2

(g)'1. ~34!

Equation~21! can then be written as

P0
(g)512Pe

(g)1h̄P1
(g)1h̄2~Pe

(g)2P1
(g)!, ~35!

and Eq.~32! as

P1
(g)5h„P1

(g)12h̄~Pe
(g)2P1

(g)!…. ~36!

D. Influence of the metastable state

In order to study the effect of the metastable state,
three-level equations@Eqs. ~8!–~10!# can be solved analyti
cally in the general case, giving lengthy and not very illum
nating expressions. In physical terms, a short intense p
will excite the dipole as previously, but now the dipole m
end up in the metastable state. Thus the emission of
single photon will be delayed by an amount depending
the time spent in the metastable state.

For definitiveness, here we shall consider the situat
where the transition ratebG to the metastable levelu3& is
weak but not completely negligible; this applies in particu
to single molecules~see Sec. III!. The probability to populate
this level when a transition occurs from levelu2& is b/(b
11)'b, so the metastable level is reached every (bPe

g)21

light pulses in average. In a way similar to the approxim
tions of Sec. II B, we can neglect the probability to leave
metastable state and to reach it again in the same cycle@0,T#.
We can therefore neglect the filling termbGs̃22 in Eqs.~23!,
and the probability to stay in the metastable state in
cycle is exp@2(GM1rd)T#, or, for q cycles

Pc5exp@2~GM1r d!qT#. ~37!

When the system reaches the metastable level, it there
remains shelved during a mean time (GM1r d)21, that will
be assumed to be much larger than T. The probability
reach this level is approximatelybPe

(g) for each excitation
pulse, so the average time it takes for the system to find it
06381
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in the metastable state isT(bPe
(g))21. The number of emit-

ted photons is thus decreased by a factor

M5
T~bPe

(g)!(21)

T~bPe
(g)!211~G1r d!21

5
~G1r d!T

bPe
(g)1~G1r d!T

.

~38!

Even if b is small, the factorM can thus induce a reductio
of the photon flux. Obviously this decrease in the number
emitted photons has different statistical properties than
random deletion considered in Sec. II C@18#. One now ob-
tain alternative periods where the source is ‘‘on,’’ and pe
ods where it is ‘‘off.’’ In a practical system, one may con
sider using a ‘‘deshelving’’ laser@17# in order to increaser d ,
and thus to maximize the duty cycle of the dipole.

III. DISCUSSION

In this section the above model is used to demonstrate
potentiality of a single emitter to produce single photo
when excited by a light pulse. This potentiality is evaluat
by the fractional information leakagef i l defined in Eq.~1!.
In particular, the influence of the duration and the energy
the pulse are investigated. The parameters considered in
following corresponds to commercially available laser s
tems for typical emitters such as terrylene inp-terphenyl@10#
or nitrogen-vacancy colored centers in diamond@12,13#, with
a saturation intensity of the order of 1 MW/cm2. Note also
that in all the plots discussed below the collection efficien
is taken ash50.2, which is a realistic value for an optimize
passive collection system at room temperature.

In Fig. 2 the ability of the single emitter source to deliv
truly single photons is compared to an attenuated Poisso
source with the same number of empty pulses. The fractio
information leakagef i l is plotted as a function of the prob
ability Pe of emitting at least one photon. The quantityPe is
varied by changing the pulse power while the pulse durat
is kept constant. When the pulse durationdT is ten times
shorter than the emitter’s lifetime, it appears that the
curence of pulses with two photons or more is reduced
one order of magnitude when a single emitter is used inst
of an attenuated Poissonian source. Reducing further

FIG. 2. Fractional information leakagef i l vs the probabilityPe

of emitting at least one photon forh50.2. The dashed and dotte
lines correspond to the fluorescence of a single emitter, as desc
in the text, for different excitation pulse durationsdT50.01G21

~dashed line! anddT50.01G21 ~dotted line!. The thin solid line is
the fractional information leakagef i l for a Poissonian source.
7-4
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pulse duration to 1% of the emitter’s lifetime improve th
fractional information leakage by another factor of 10.

Figure 3 shows the influence of the pulse durationdT on
the fractional information leakagef i l for a given excitation
peak power~i.e., for a givenr ). This would correspond to an
experiment where the pulses are sliced up in a continu
wave laser with fast optical modulators. Of course the sho
the pulse the betterf i l is, but when the pulse is too short th
probability Pe also decreases, since the peak power is c
stant. Note thatPe can exceed the collection efficiencyh for
dT large compared toG21. In this case the fluorescenc
pulse emitted by the dipole contains much more than
photon, so that even after theh50.2 attenuation the prob
ability of having more than one photon remains larger th
h.

In Fig. 4 the fractional information leakagef i l and the
probability Pe of emitting at least one photon are plotte
versus the pulse power for a given pulse duration. As
pected, short pulses (dT50.01/G) require more power to
reach a value ofPe aroundPe5h50.2, sincePe depends
only on the pulse energyrdT. But short pulses offer a bette
fractional information leakagef i l , owing to the fact that the
shorter the pulse, the lower the probability of emitting a ph
ton and being reexcited within the same pulse.

For typical molecules or colored centers, the excited-s

FIG. 3. Influence of the pulse duration withh50.2. The pump-
ing rate is kept constant,r 5100G. The thick line is the fractional
information leakagef i l . The thin line is the probabilityPe of emit-
ting at least one photon. Both quantities are plotted vs the norm
ized duration of the exciting light pulseGdT.

FIG. 4. Influence of the pulse power. All traces are plotted
the normalized pumping rater /G for a given pulse durationdT,
with h50.2. The solid lines correspond to the fractional inform
tion leakagef i l , and the dashed lines to the probabilityPe of emit-
ting at least one photon. These values are given fordT50.01G21

~thick lines! and fordT50.1G21 ~thin lines!.
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lifetime is of the order ofG21510 ns, and typical saturation
intensities when focused on a submicron spot are of the o
of 1 mW. For these types of emitting dipoles-laser puls
with dT50.1 ns and a peak power of 1 W~i.e., a pulse
energy of 0.1 nJ! will already lead to good results. It has t
be recalled that the incoherent model used here is valid o
when the pulse duration remains larger than the cohere
decay, that is, in the picosecond range. This hypothesis
vents the use of extremely short and intense pulses, bu
fully compatible with the numbers just quoted.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have evaluated the efficiency of a single-phot
source based upon the pulsed excitation of an individual
pole, in a regime where coherences are strongly damped
thus rate equations are relevant. This calculation applies
instance to the excitation of a single molecule@10# or a
single colored center@12,13# at room temperature@12,13#.

With respect to a radiatively damped two-level syste
where either an exactp pulse or a fast adiabatic passage
required @5–7#, the requirement for the pulse intensity
much less stringent. This type of system is thus promis
for achieving an all-solid-state single-photon source ope
ing at room temperature.
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APPENDIX A: LOSS OF INFORMATION
OWING TO PULSES CONTAINING TWO
PHOTONS OR MORE IN A QUANTUM

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEME

We emphasize thatf i l defined by Eq.~1! clearly gives a
physically meaningful evaluation of the single-photon ch
acter of the pulse. We note in particular that whenPn>1
!1, the conditionf i l ,P1/2 is equivalent to the ‘‘anticorre-
lation’’ criterion a,1 that was introduced in Ref.@19#. Be-
low we give a few examples that suggest a heuristic con
ture that f i l also gives a good indication of the informatio
leakage due to the multiphotonic character of the lig
pulses. The quantitative evaluation off i l , which is the main
result of this paper, obviously does not depend on the ar
ments given below.

For the sake of illustration, the information is supposed
be coded in the photon polarization, but the following d
cussion remains valid for all types of information encodin
A simple strategy for Eve to exploit photon pairs is to tap
fraction h̄512h of the beam, and to store the correspon
ing photons. The polarization of the stored photons is m
sured later on, when Alice and Bob have disclosed the
evant basis information. Assuming that the probability
obtain more than two photons per pulse is negligible,

l-

s

-
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probability for Eve to catch the information is then 2hh̄P2,
which is at a maximum forh50.5, and takes a valueP2 /2.
The relative fraction of Bob’s information which is known t
Eve is thenP2 /Pn>1, which is justf i l . For attenuated light
pulses, one obtainsf i l 'P2 /P1'P1/2. The action of Eve
creates no polarization errors, and cannot be distinguis
from a 50% random loss in the transmission between A
and Bob.

Another possible, more sophisticated, strategy for Eve
to use a fast polarization-insensitive quantum-nondemoli
measurement~QND! @20# of the number of photons in eac
pulse, and to deflect every second photon. The polariza
of the deflected photons is measured later on, as st
above. The fraction of useful bits is thusPn>1 for Bob and
P2 for Eve, and the information leakage is againf i l
5P2 /Pn>1. This scheme introduces neither polarization
rors nor apparent loss. It can nevertheless be detected by
if he analyzes the photon statistics of the light pulses
receives.

In the presence of high transmission losses between A
and Bob, for instance, in long-distance or free-space qu
tum cryptography, both methods can be combined to g
even more powerful attacks@21,22#. For instance, let us as
sume that Eve is able to catch the light pulses before the
through the transmission line, and to distribute them to B
through her own lossless line. Using the QND setup, E
identifies the pulses with more than one photon, keeps on
them, and redistributes the remaining photons to Bob in
der to simulate the low efficiencyhL of the original line
between Alice and Bob. In this case, as soon ashL, f i l , Eve
receives essentially all the information and remains unde
ted. Though some countermeasures are possible, it is
clear that attenuated light pulses and high transmission lo
are a deadly combination for quantum cryptography@21,22#.

As a numerical example, when using attenuated li
pulses with a typical valueP150.2, a fractionf i l 50.1, i.e.,
at least 10% of the information may leak to Eve. By co
parison, the single-photon source described in this paper
give P150.1 and f i l 50.002 for experimentally reachabl
operating conditions (GdT50.01, r 51000G, and the overall
efficiency 20%; see the text for definitions!. In the crypto-
graphic situations discussed above, the information leak
to Eve is thus reduced by a factor 50 when using a sin
photon source.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION
FOR s̃bb

Here we will derive the rate equations for the quant
s̃bb(h̄;t,t0 ;a), which has been defined as
s
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s̃bb~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!5 (
n50

`

h̄nsbb
(n)~ t,t0 ;a! ~B1!

Using this definition, we have

]

]t
s̃bb~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!5

]

]t
sbb

(0)~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!

1 (
n51

`

h̄n
]

]t
sbb

(n)~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!. ~B2!

We have, for everyn.0, and from Eq.~5!

]

]t
s̃bb~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!

]

]t
sbb

(0)~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!

1 (
n51

`

h̄nFGs22
(n21)~ t,t0 ;a!sbb

(0)~ t,t;1! ~B3!

1E
t0

t

Gs22
(n21)~ t8,t0 ;a!

]

]t
sbb

(0)~ t,t8;1!dt8G . ~B4!

As we obviously havesbb
(0)(t,t;1)5db1, and using Eq.~6!,

we can rewrite Eq.~B3!:

]

]t
s̃bb~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!

5(
c

r cb
(0)scc

(0)~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!

1 (
n51

`

h̄nFdb1Gs22
(n21)~ t,t0 ;a! ~B5!

1(
c

r cb
(0)E

t0

t

Gs22
(n21)~ t8,t0 ;a!scc

(0)~ t,t8;1!dt8G .
~B6!

Again using Eqs.~5! and ~22!, Eq. ~B5! becomes

]

]t
s̃bb~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!5db1h̄Gs̃22~ t,t0 ;a!

1(
c

r cb
(0)s̃cc~ h̄;t,t0 ;a!, ~B7!

which is equivalent to Eq.~23!. Equation~7! can then be
easily obtained by settingh̄51, since s̃bb(1;t,t0 ;a)
5sbb(t,t0 ;a).
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